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Topic: Quick Picks Proposed Changes 
 
Background: The past and current chair of the Quick Picks for Reluctant Young 

Adult Readers Committee are requesting that two changes be made to 
the committee’s policies and procedures and composition. 

 
Action Required:  Decision 
 
SUBMITTED BY = Jamie Watson & Sarah Couri 
 
REQUEST #1 = As mentioned in my Post-Conference Committee report, I would like to request 
an addition to the Evaluation portion of our Policies and Procedures on the Quick Picks for 
Reluctant Young Adult Readers committee. This suggestion is being made after consultation 
with past chairs and members, my board liaison, and the current chair. 
 
Teen participation, in the form of reluctant reader feedback, is essential to the committee. It is 
required that Committee Members let reluctant-to-read teens know about nominated titles, and 
solicit their feedback on those titles. At conferences, discussion will center on this feedback from 
reluctant readers and be the main criteria for voting. 
 
RATIONALE = This is a best practice that has been accepted for as long as I have been on the 
committee, and even longer. (The article "Books that Hooked 'Em: Reluctant Readers Shine as 
Critics" from the June, 1996 issue of American Libraries shows the origination of this project, 
and explains very clearly the importance of gathering teen input.)It follows the YALSA vision of 
actively involving young adults in the process. 
 
As young adult librarians, we need to have a good eye to what teens like to read. We need to be 
widely read. We need to have good rapport with our teen customers. We need to be salespeople 
for young adult literature, by using booktalking, displays and reader's advisory skills to match 
the right book to the right reader. But ultimately, we need to remove our own taste from the 
equation, and let the teens tell us what it is they like and why. We must accept the fact that we 
won't always be right in our predictions, and we must remember that our role in this process is to 
facilitate. We are looking not for the books we BELIEVE will appeal to reluctant readers, but for 
the books that DO appeal. 
 
Quick Picks and Best Books for Young Adults are often mentioned in the same breath, but it is 
also important that the charges of the two committees reflect their diverse constituencies. Quick 
Picks cannot be "Best Books light." Our audiences are different. The teens who come to speak at 
conference for best books have often read several books. We are often lucky on Quick Picks if 
one of our reluctant readers finishes more than one book. But if they do finish a book, what is it 
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about that book that enticed him or her, and is it likely to entice others? This is what Quick Picks 
attempts to find out. 
 
During my time on Quick Picks, committee members shared Quick Picks books with regular 
teens, with cheerleaders and athletes who were too busy to read, with incarcerated youth who 
may have never read for pleasure, those in ESL classes, those with reading difficulties, teen 
parents, and more. This feedback allowed us to create a list that was diverse in its contents but 
consistent in the appeal of those contents. When members do not or cannot solicit this type of 
feedback and response from reluctant young adult readers, the value of the list is lost. It only 
takes one book to turn a reluctant reader away from books, consequently, only one book can turn 
them into more of a reader. Compromising the integrity of the list by allowing titles that have not 
proved their worth ultimately hurts everyone, from YALSA to the librarians and teachers using 
the list, all the way down to our primary focus: reluctant teen readers. Also, as is plain in the 
article referenced above, but also from our experiences, allowing these teens to give feedback 
and acting on their feedback is incredibly empowering to them. I am constantly amazed at how, 
after working with teens for a year or more on this committee, they are excited to see the list, and 
to see the books they liked on the list (and the books they hated NOT on the list.) Rollie Welch, a 
current committee member, shared with us how incarcerated teens that he works with were 
incredibly impressed that they were allowed to influence something on a national scale like this. 
This list, and the process, is empowering in so many ways! 
 
Adding this clause to our policies and procedures not only gives it the strength it deserves but it 
also helps to define our list to librarians, publishers, new committee members and ALA and 
YALSA at large. It is such an integral part of what we do, it should be formally recognized and 
incorporated into our charge. 
 
REQUEST #2 = I am requesting a change in the Quick Picks for Reluctant Young Adult Readers 
voting procedures.  We currently require 6 (six) "yes" votes for a book to make the list.  I am 
proposing a change to make it 7 (seven) "yes" votes. 
 
RATIONALE = The number of books that have made the QP lists has grown over the years.  
One way to ensure that we are finding the strongest Quick Picks titles is to toughen our voting 
procedures.  We are looking to create the strongest possible list, and this will help immensely.  
This was discussed to general agreement last year at Midwinter.  By changing the required "yes" 
votes to seven, we are making a highly selective, more useful advocacy tool for librarians 
working with reluctant readers.  This will force the committee to weigh their votes, but will 
result in a sound and valuable list.   
 
OTHERACTION = I would just like the Board to recommend this to Organizations and Bylaws 
to be officially added to the Quick Picks for Reluctant Readers policies and procedures. 
 
 


